
Turf Care & 

Maintenance 



You have invested in an APT turf system as the sport surface for you facility. 

Proper care and maintenance will keep your surface playable with its full and in-

tended purposes.  

 

APT recommends general inspections and maintenance programs that will ex-

tend the life and performance of your surface. Don’t abuse it, keep it clean and 

consult with your APT representative with any items that could become an is-

sue.  

 

This manual represents current procedures for proper care of your surface. APT 

makes no representations, warranties or guarantees of any kind, expressed or 

implied, outside of the APT turf warranty. APT recommends the people responsi-

ble for the care of your field to become familiar with this manual and refer to it 

regularly.  



General Inspection and Service Work  

Remove surface dirt regularly  

Remove leaves, pine needles, paper etc. immediately. We recommend that this surface dirt be removed with a leaf blower or 

an adapted brushing machine. Regularly remove leaves, pine needles, soil, etc. from the edges to ensure that natural grass, 

moss and lichen cannot become established in these areas.  

Sharp objects  

Stones, shards of glass, metal pins etc. must be removed without delay.  

Oil and fuel  

Oil and fuel spills must be removed immediately. We advise that the infill material be replaced in a radius of 2” around the af-

fected area to prevent any reactions between the fiber and carpet backing.  

Chewing gum  

Chewing gum can best be removed after it has been frozen.  

Spray paint (graffiti)  

Most spray paints and stains can be removed with WD-40. Make sure you wipe the surface cleaned with a dry rag to remove 

the slick residue from the WD-40.  

Contamination with animal droppings, etc.  

This type of contamination must be removed as soon as possible and it may also be necessary to remove the sand  

and rubber granulates from the immediate vicinity. You can disinfect the area with a 80% water to 20% Clorox solution.  

Check the lines and seams  

Lines and seams must be checked on a continuous basis to ensure that they are correctly affixed. If they begin to peal slightly, 

promptly and thoroughly inspect the issue so the problem can be dealt with quickly and easily. The appropriate equipment for 

this purpose (adhesive and seam tape) can be purchased from APT.  

Check the infill  

The entire turf area must be checked at regular intervals to ensure that the infill is at the correct level. If you find any area 

where infill is low, the material should be refilled immediately. Make sure you check the high use areas frequently (goals, pen-

alty kicks, areas used for repeated drills, etc.)  

 

IF ANY AREA OF YOUR FIELD IS SHOWING UNUSUAL WEAR,  

CONTACT YOUR APT REPRESENTIVE IMMEDIATELY!  

-----------------  

DO NOT USE ANY CHEMICLES NOT LISTED IN THIS MANUAL ON YOUR FIELD.  

HARSH CHEMICLES WILL DAMAGE THE INFILL, FIBERS AND THE BACKING!  

CONTACT YOUR  APT REPRESENTATIVE WITH ANY QUESTIONS. 



Your field is installed with an infilled turf system. After the field is installed, we recommend 8 to 12 

weeks before any deep brushing is done to the field depending on the intensity of usage. 

Turf before filling Turf after filling with sand and rubber 

Continuous maintenance ensures that the turf filaments remain upright and do not lie flat. 

Correct brush setting 

Maintenance with the brush should be carried out one to two times per week if the turf is used inten-

sively for matches and training (5-6 hours a day, multiple teams) or once per week if it is not used 

very much (3-4 hours a day). You may wish to coordinate the brushing session in advance of tourna-

ment days, in order to supply the optimum playing conditions.  

Driving speed has to be adjusted accordingly, so no hopping of the brush occurs. 

Deep conditioning with a turf groomer is recommended no more than once per month. 



It is important to ensure that the brush is adjusted correctly and that the unit travels in the right 

direction during the maintenance 

Direction of the fibers in the field Direction of travel for brushing 

Travel direction on older or heavily used fields  

In particularly heavily used areas, brushing perpendicular to the installation direction can also help to 

reach all the fibers so that they can then be reached again during the subsequent brushing pass. 

Directions of brushing in 

heavily used areas 

Directions for travel for ageing turf 

The final pass must always be against the 

installation direction 

Remember the final pass must always brush against the pile direction.  



Items to remember as you groom your APT synthetic field:  

 

Brushing and leveling can be executed in one operation. No separate cycles are necessary for 

the single maintenance steps.  

 

The turf needs to be brushed in dry conditions. If the infill is clumping, please wait for the infill to 

dry before continuing to brush.  

 

If the brush is set too deep, you can pull fibers and seams, damaging the field.  

 

Static loads exceeding 40 psi require field protection. Vehicles in excess of 2500 pounds shall 

not be operated on the surface and no vehicle shall be operated in excess of 5 miles per hour on 

the surface.  

 

Never turn your tires without being in motion with any vehicle on the turf. A radius of 10 yards is 

the recommended tightest turn.  

 

Avoid sudden braking and acceleration to avoid damage to the turf and displaced infill.  

 

Do not use any type of metal tines to groom the field.  



Winter Maintenance  

 

Snow clearance  

In general, mechanical snow clearing from your turf systems is possible as long as a few precautions are 

taken.  

 

Clearance height  

Never attempt to clear the full amount of snow from the turf. Always leave approximately ¼” of snow on 

the field. This will protect the turf filaments from suffering mechanical damage from the shovels.  

 

Use of snow plows  

Only small (manually operated) snow plows should be used to clear snow from the artificial turf. It must 

be ensured that they have a constant spacer.  

 

Use of thawing products (salt, liquid)  

The use of thawing products (in liquid or granulate form) is generally possible. If winter salt or other thaw-

ing products are used, the infill material or turf fibers may suffer temporary discoloration. If you wish to 

use salt and thawing products, you should first consult your APT representative.  

 

Removing snow with a shovel mounted on the turf tractor  

Snow may only be removed with a mounted shovel immediately after it has fallen so as to achieve best 

results and exert the minimum loads on the turf. After the settlement process or if the snow is frozen on 

top, do not use a mounted shovel since otherwise there is a grave risk of damaging the fibers. Always 

protect the plow with a PVC cover to prevent the metal from touching the turf . 

 

Topping off the infill after winter  

Since it is inevitable that granulate will stick to snow and be removed from the turf, the infill should be 

collected up again after winter has finished and spread back on the field or new material added to com-

pensate for the loss and restore the correct infill material level.  

 

Sleet and frost  

The only situation in which even artificial turf is unplayable or the facility should be closed for 

safety reasons is if there is sleet or ice forms instantly on the turf surface.  



 

Summer Watering  

In general the turf does not need any watering but in certain situations watering can improve its usage 

properties.  

In very high temperatures, watering the field shortly before a game can reduce the temperature on the 

playing surface. The layer of sand acts as a water store to ensure that the effect continues for a period of 

time. The sliding properties of older artificial turf can be improved by watering it.  

 

Temporary colored markings  

These may only be applied to the turf using compatible paints. The retrospective application of lines with 

paint is always subject to natural wear and will never remain permanently on the playing surface. You 

should talk to your APT representative before selecting suitable paints.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This manual is to be used as a guideline only. Due to industry changes in material and technical devel-

opment and practice findings, it is recommended to contact your APT representative with any questions 

that are not answered in this manual.  
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